Field Notes: Why We Need to Motivate the Next Generation of Entrepreneurs
Stacey Ortense
Entrepreneurialism and academics intersect in so
many ways that I find it difficult to separate the two.
Think about it. Every successful entrepreneur needs
to apply mathematics, sound decision making, innovation, problem solving, and hard work. Today's students will create tomorrow's jobs and shape the economy of the future. Don't we want them to know how to
do more than take standardized tests? Engaging students in scenarios similar to those on the popular TV
show Shark Tank is one way to foster creativity, critical thinking, and problem-solving skills in the classroom, but why not make the experience real? Why not
provide students with the knowledge, skills, and opportunities to actually start their own businesses?
At our school, 5th grade students do just that by participating in the TREPS program. TREPS was developed by Pamela DeWaal and Hayley Romano to help
students everywhere gain the knowledge and skills
necessary for business development and ownership.
The program covers topics such as making sound
business choices, financial literacy, marketing, advertising, sales, and teamwork. Students enrolled in the
TREPS program have the unique opportunity to pitch
their business ideas to and receive feedback from
community members, many of whom are entrepreneurs.
TREPS puts rigorous content in a meaningful and motivating context. The Common Core State Standards,
which have been adopted by many states, encourage
rigor and authentic performance tasks. What is more
authentic than students using their knowledge and
skills to create their own businesses? According to the
Education Commission of the States' National Task
Force on Education and Economic Growth, "A concept of curriculum development that focuses on cognitive goals, but ignores motivation is destined to
fail" (pp. 27–28). When students are motivated by a
goal that excites them, the question of why they need

to learn a particular concept or idea disappears. Because
they have a chance to do real work, our students are highly
motivated and engaged throughout the entire TREPS curriculum. Many of my students return each year to the
TREPS marketplace, where students present their business
products and tell me how their participation in the program
has been the best experience in their educational careers
thus far.
Our TREPS programming also gives students an opportunity
to be change agents in the world. Many of our students use
their businesses as vehicles for raising awareness and
money for different charitable organizations. They realize
quickly that business owners have the power to reach vast
numbers of people, and they choose to use that power in
altruistic ways.
The financial literacy students gain through TREPS benefits
them by helping them become financially responsible citizens. On their website, the Council for Economic Education
claims that "despite the recognition that economic and financial literacy is critical to succeed in modern society, study
after study shows that many Americans continue to lack
even a basic understanding of economic and financial concepts, and the consequences on Americans' financial state
are dire." Why, then, are many American schools ignoring
the benefits of teaching entrepreneurship?
There is hope, however. Many school districts are acknowledging the benefits of infusing entrepreneurial concepts into
the curriculum. Thanks to research provided by various organizations—and programs like TREPS that bring the opportunity to engage in entrepreneurship into schools—many
students are learning not only the value of business ownership but also the lifelong skills that accompany it. Peter
Drucker, management consultant, educator, and author,
said, "Entrepreneurship is neither a science nor an art. It is a
practice" (p. 30). Our schools can cultivate this practice.
[Stacey Ortense is an enrichment teacher at White Rock
School in Oak Ridge, N.J. ]

Educating Emerging Entrepreneurs
Teaching Entrepreneurship Early
by Jennifer Henderson
It's never too soon to start teaching young people about the value of
entrepreneurship. Even elementary school students can understand the
benefits of business.
Five years ago, when Hayley Romano's 4th grade son, Jack, asked her to
buy him yet another set of LEGO blocks, she patiently explained that "money
doesn't grow on trees" and then turned his request into a lesson on how he
could make money. Romano helped Jack brainstorm business ideas—he
decided to create and sell hand-stamped holiday wrapping paper—and think
of ways to raise capital for purchasing paper, stamping supplies, and other
equipment.
Jack quickly learned that running a business requires lots of hard work, especially when trying to go it alone. After soliciting the help of a classmate, Hans,
he turned his idea into a profitable venture, making $30–40 per partner selling
their exclusive, handmade wrapping paper.
Romano and Hans's mother, Pamela deWaal, were impressed by how much
their children learned from the experience. "They got so much out of it; we
wondered how we could teach the same lesson to more kids," says Romano.
That's why she and deWaal created TREPS, an entrepreneurship program
for students in grades 4–8 that teaches the basics of business ownership.
Now, 17 schools throughout New Jersey have adopted the program, primarily
as an after-school activity.
The eight-week TREPS curriculum teaches students everything from product
development and marketing to the importance of start-up funds and additional
financial aspects of running a business (e.g., revenue, expenses, profit, product pricing). The program culminates with students selling their products in an
open community marketplace. Students have sold products ranging from their
own artwork to food and also designed their own innovative items, such as
seat cushions for school chairs. Through their business endeavors, students
connect with the local community and earn money they can keep while learning valuable business and social skills, says Romano.
Developing 21st Century Skills
The Partnership for 21st Century Skills lists entrepreneurial skills as a component of 21st century content. In his remarks to the U.S. Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce on March 15, 2009, President Barack Obama spoke about teaching today's students 21st century skills such as innovation, creativity, and
entrepreneurship. "I'm calling on our nation's governors and state education
chiefs to develop standards and assessments that don't simply measure
whether students can fill in a bubble on a test, but whether they possess 21st
century skills like problem solving and critical thinking and entrepreneurship
and creativity," President Obama stated.
Programs such as TREPS start in elementary school, which is the perfect
time to teach young people about finance, business, and self-sufficiency,
according to the Consortium for Entrepreneurship Education. In its 2006 report, Entrepreneurship Everywhere: The Case for Entrepreneurship Education, the Consortium states that entrepreneurship education should be viewed
as a lifelong learning process that can begin when future business leaders
are very young. In the primary grades, students can "learn about the basics of
our economy, career opportunities that result, and the need to master basic
skills to be successful in a free market economy," the report says.

Cathy Ashmore, executive director of the Consortium for Entrepreneurship Education, says students can understand the value of entrepreneurs in their local communities even at a young age. "Elementary students can look around their community and see who the entrepreneurs
are and how they build the community. They can talk to parents who are
entrepreneurs," she says.
The Marketplace for Kids program, similar to TREPS, works with elementary students, primarily in grades 4–6, throughout North Dakota,
Minnesota, South Dakota, and Montana. Students first develop their
businesses at their own schools and then participate in the Marketplace
for Kids Education Days, where they sell their products in a marketplace.
Participating students may also attend special classes focused on entrepreneurship, career exploration, Web site design, marketing, advertising,
and giving back to the community, explains Marilyn Kipp, executive director of Marketplace for Kids. This noncompetitive program is offered
free to schools, youth organizations, and any student wishing to participate.
Marketplace for Kids relies heavily on community involvement, explains
Kipp. Each of the Education Days is run by an advisory leadership team
made up of community volunteers, but it's the students' enthusiasm and
innovation that make the program such a success. "The youth have
learned how to present their ideas," Kipp says. "And it's important for us
to share how important the students are to us and our community."
Tapping Into Local Resources
At the middle school level and above, entrepreneurship programs typically teach more complex business skills. The Generation E Institute
trains educators, primarily in Michigan and Illinois, to teach entrepreneurship. The institute's curriculum can be used in any organization that
would like to deliver entrepreneurship education, including community
organizations, after-school programs, church groups, and at-risk programs, explains Cheryl Peters, the program's codirector. At the high
school level, says Peters, the Generation E curriculum is often taught as
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a semester-long course in which students interview entrepreneurs,
thoroughly research their business ideas, and conduct market surveys—all with the goal of building their own businesses.
Peters encourages educators to tap into volunteers from local businesses, banks, and other organizations within the community to have
them evaluate students' business plans and provide them with feedback. Educators can also work with local organizations to develop
internship opportunities that will allow students to gain firsthand
knowledge of business operations.
In Idaho, the semester-long online entrepreneurship course Entrepreneurial Economics, offered through the Idaho Digital Learning Academy, also relies on community support to reinforce business lessons.
Students develop their own business ideas, and members from their
local entrepreneurial community vet the students' proposed business
models. The course is an accredited alternative to Idaho's required
12th grade course in economics. The first course was offered last fall,
and a second section was offered this spring.
Integrating Entrepreneurship into the Curriculum
For some schools, time and budget restrictions make creating an
entrepreneurship program very challenging; however, entrepreneurship education can be woven into existing curricula if schools can't
squeeze in a new course or after-school program. According to the
Consortium's Ashmore, educators can teach a variety of academic
skills in conjunction with entrepreneurial instruction, making it an appropriate teaching tool for almost any subject area. "One of the things
we're really interested in is encouraging all teachers to use entrepreneurship education as a context for teaching a number of academic
skills," Ashmore says.
According to the Consortium, entrepreneurship education can be integrated into subjects such as the arts, social studies, science, math,
and language arts at any grade level. Here are a few examples of fun
ideas the Consortium recommends for incorporating entrepreneurship
lessons:



Social Studies: Students can create a town and determine
the types of businesses the community will need.
 Science: Students can conduct tests for bacteria around
school and generate a report. Next, using their data to create a
marketing campaign, students can sell antibacterial soap or
wipes to students.
 Math: Using spreadsheets, students can project the operating costs of a business.
 Language Arts: Students can write business plans.
Arts: Using Web design software, students can create Web
pages for student performers. The Web sites can incorporate
artwork, audio clips, videos, and other multimedia resources.
Julie Carney, program manager for the National Federation of
Independent Business Young Entrepreneur Foundation (YEF),
agrees that entrepreneurship can be taught in all disciplines.
"YEF feels it is important to talk about entrepreneurship as a
career path in every discipline and encourage youth to utilize
their skill sets to pursue their dreams," Carney says.
"Entrepreneurs can come from any classroom; not just the business classroom."
To help introduce youth to the importance of entrepreneurship,
YEF has created Entrepreneur-in-the-Classroom programs that
can be integrated with other lessons. As part of this initiative,
YEF developed the Johnny Money Online Game (JMOG), a tool
that allows students to gain experience running a small business
in a simulated environment. "JMOG, like our other resources,
compliments existing lesson plans and enhances classroom
explorations of entrepreneurship and small business," Carney
explains.
Another way to focus on entrepreneurship without dedicating an
entire course to the subject is to plan activities in celebration of
National Entrepreneurship Week, which is held each February.
Activities could include inviting local entrepreneurs to speak at an
assembly; asking student entrepreneurs to present their businesses at an entrepreneurs' fair; or hosting "business lunches,"
where local entrepreneurs eat with small groups of students
matched according to their interest in a particular type of business.
Building Skills for a Successful Future
Many schools see the value in incorporating entrepreneurship
training in some form because this type of instruction can help
children develop a mind-set and skills that can lead them to long,
successful careers in any field.
"[Entrepreneurship education] is important because even if a
child doesn't go into small business ownership, that skill set and
mind-set is what employers in this global economy are looking
for—the ability to be innovative and adaptable and productive, to
solve problems, and collaborate," says Romano. "As an entrepreneur, you do all those things. If you have the opportunity to
acquire those skills, you're going to be more valuable in the
workplace."



Research product ideas



Brainstorm ways to improve products



Analyze market and financial potential



Create prototypes



Implement market research



Decide how to price, package, present, and promote their products



Manufacture products



Compose advertisements for their businesses/products



Write sales pitches based on product benefits



Design their table displays



Promote their businesses



Launch their businesses in a real venue



Present their products to potential customers



Apply math skills as they make change from large bills



Observe as things are unfolding



Adapt to the situations, making changes to the plan

Communicate the benefits of your
product to the
consumer as you create a product
advertisement that should be easy to
read
and visually pleasing.

Create a sales pitch and practice,
practice, practice! Be sure to look
your customer in the eye and smile!

Look for opportunities
to create an innovative product
where current products fall short!
Solve a problem with your product!

Analyze the profit potential of the ideas you
brainstormed to decide which product you
should make.

Entrepreneurship
is a great way for kids
to learn and practice
21st century skillsIt’s REAL and it’s FUN!

Do the MATH!
Use your total expenses and your time
invested to figure out your product’s
unit cost. Test different pricing options
to find a price that is fair to you, and
your customer.

Research on the computer
to generate ideas,
price/order supplies,
learn from the competition, and
compare product retail prices...
and Packaging!

Collaborate with other kids on timed business challenges during the weekly workshops.
When the bell sounds,
your group will perform
for the crowd!

Start-up Kit and Student Workbooks
All you need is the desire to teach kids
about business, and the TREP$ Start-up Kit will take
care of the rest!
The Start up Kit Includes:
The TREP$ Team Leader Guidebook with online
access to resources has step-by-step instructions,
time-saving tools and customizable forms to oversee
the entire program from soup to nuts.
The TREP$ Kickoff DVD, when shown to your target
audience, creates excitement and interest in participating in TREP$.

The TREP$ Workshop Facilitator Manual (1 included, larger schools may need additional)


provides an engaging curriculum that can be incorporated into the school day or used as a standalone after-school program;



includes minute-by-minute, scripted lesson plans that allow you to spend less time planning and
more time focusing on the kids;



contains a comprehensive Powerpoint presentation to accompany each Workshop lesson;



shows thumbnail graphics of supplemental visual aids used in the Workshops;



describes in detail each portion of the lesson including the objectives, materials, preparation, behavior guidelines, instruction, group activities, review of challenges, and closing remarks.

The TREP$ Student Workbook (1 copy for teacher reference; student copies purchased separately)


allows students to follow along in class and gives them a place to jot down notes or ideas as they
become inspired;



reviews all of the Workshop content and activities in case someone is absent or just wants to "brush
up" on a particular topic;



includes basic business forms like a Loan Agreement, Partnership Agreement, Expense Worksheet,
and Business Plan -- useful tools to guide 'treps from vision to venture;



provides each participant with a take-home resource that they can use during TREP$ and long after
as they choose to continue their business or explore other entrepreneurial opportunities!

The TREP$ Publicity Guidebook provides all of the materials needed to help promote the TREP$ Marketplace to the school and the community at large -- getting the kids the audience they deserve so
that they can really shine!
The TREP$ Marketplace Guidebook includes everything that is needed to plan and execute the
TREP$ Marketplace including options for table layouts, staffing suggestions, and more.

www.trepsed.com

